
HGS Intelligent 
Automation: Bot-Brain 
Strategy to Drive Value 
Maximization



Which industry is best 
suited for intelligent 
automation deployment?

Intelligent automation can 
be applied can be applied to 
any industry where the tasks 
are repetitive and rule based. 
HGS provides our intelligent 
automation solutions to 
Banking and Insurance, 
Healthcare, Telecom, Retail, 
and Education companies.

Which process should be looked at first 
for Intelligent automation deployment? 

Intelligent automation can be deployed 
for both horizontal- or vertical-specific 
processes. HGS has deployed and 
automated over 200+ processes for clients, 
ranging from Customer Onboarding/ 
Enrollment, F&A Process (A/P, A/R), Cash/ 
Premium Posting/ Payments, Account 
Maintenance/ Record Updation, Data/ 
System Updation, Request Fulfilment, Tech 
Support, Reporting and MIS, etc. 

What are the 
benefits of intelligent 
automation? 

With typical cost 
efficiencies ranging 
from 25-60% and touch 
time reduction ranging 
from 40-80%, HGS 
maximizes enterprise 
value generated by 
automation investment.

Value Maximization Approach
Our approach—from blended to re-engineered to fully automated—focuses on design 
over technology to create a high-ROI implementation plan with a multiparameter based 
prioritization approach.

Platform-Agnostic Adaptability
We partner with RPA software providers that are global leaders.

Flexible Engagement Models
Our expansive scope of intelligent automation solutions aligns end-to-end with our client 
partners. Our models range from design and delivery projects to creating RPA Centers of 
Excellence or gainsharing models.

Seamless, Fast Deployment
From 20 to 90 days, HGS gets our clients up and running, on their schedules with fast and 
sustained outcomes—from cost-containment to revenue generation support.

HGS Intelligent Automation Delivers:

Are You Maximizing Your Intelligent Automation 
Opportunities?
Intelligent automation adoption is on the increase. According to Forrester research, the RPA 
market will reach $2.9 billion by 2021. Additionally, per 2019 Deloitte research, 25% of businesses have 
implemented cognitive technologies such as AI or machine learning, either as pilot projects or as long-term 
strategies; and 41% are using Robotic Process Automation (RPA) extensively or across multiple functions. 
With deep domain and process re-engineering experience, HGS can maximize intelligent automation  
opportunities, and deliver real and sustained outcomes for our client partners, like the more than $3 million 
we saved in one year, for a leading US healthcare payer.
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HGS Automation Deployment Framework

HGS Automation Platform Tenets

IDENTIFY
• Identify opportunities-Discovery Session, understand 

process steps, criticality, business impact

VALIDATE
• Validate identified opportunity for 

automation

• Review opportunity with customer

• Business Case & sign-off

DESIGN 
• Process mapping

• Design the right solution

• KPI baselining

• Process re-engineering

DEVELOP
• Build the bot architecture

• Capture all exception scenarios

• Automation development

• UAT and testing

PILOT
• Deploy bot in production 

environment for a controlled group

• Provide training

• Measure success

IMPLEMENT
• Complete training

• Plan for contingency

• Scale up across wider 
group

MAINTENANCE
• Define change 

management plan

Back-Office,  
Front-Office 
Automation

Task and 
Cognitive 

RPA

Partnerships with 
Globally Leading 

RPA Software 
Providers

Value 
Maximization, 
Bots-Brains 
Approach

Accurate, Cost-
Effective, IT 

Aligned, and 
Industry Agnostic 

Innovation
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About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its 

clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain 

expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.  

Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.

Building Bottom-Line Efficiencies with Smart Automation
With in-house technical knowledge of their own, in 2017 a premier technology company chose HGS 
as an intelligent automation expert with a well-aligned skillset to deliver back-office automation 
solutions. HGS designed and deployed strategic automation and bot implementation solutions to 
hand the client an 80% improvement in order processing. The reduction in turnaround time for order 
creation and reduction in touch time aligned with significantly improved CSAT, as well. As a result 
of this success, the client has tasked HGS with supplementing current intelligent automation with 
foundation-level Artificial Intelligence (AI) and cognitive solutions.

Creating an Intelligent Automation Center of Excellence
In 2016, a Fortune 100 financial services leader client needed an advisor and project leader to 
collaborate with the client’s newly formed unit charged with launching automation, companywide. 
HGS worked with the client to identify and select the right opportunities for automation, but also 
participated in the design effort for projects already identified for Core Life Insurance, and Internal 
Finance and Accounting functions. 

HGS set up the process in a matter of weeks, employing automation to bring in up to 80% efficiency.  
The estimated cost-containment, solely for the POV single corporate client, was hundreds of 
thousands of dollars per year. Re-rate accuracy soared to capitalize on otherwise lost revenue in 
the first phase. The solution was recognized enterprise wide as a standout. HGS scored the highest 
among the BPO providers participating in the client’s pilot automation program. The success of 
HGS’s RPA solution led to the client turning to HGS for automation support of its internal Center of 
Excellence (CoE) as a governance body. HGS is very proud to be one of only two providers selected 
for this golden opportunity.
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